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St- diagram — the moment diagram of a particular reaction
or load, divided by the modulus of elasticity,
£, and also by the cross sectional moment
of Inertia, 1.
L — length of span in feet.
h — rise in feet, from springing line to crown.
w — distance in feet from crown to load point, measured
parallel to springing line.
H — horizontal thrust in kips.
M^ — fibred end moment in foot kips at right springing.
Mt — fixed end moment In foot irlps at left springing.
Vg — vertical reaction at right springing.
^1 — vertical reaction at left springing.
X, y, s — coordinate variable distances, in feet.
2 2 2X " y * r — equation of circular arch.




A, — area of ^ diagram of designating subscript.
u
M- — first moment of ^ diagram of designating subscript
about X reference axis which is parallel to springing line.
M-y — first aioment of gT- diagram of designating subscript
about Y reference axis which is center line of arch.

Designating Subscripts:
p — referring to composite
^J diagram of unit load
and vertical reaction?.
Mg — referring to ^ diagram of fixed end moment at
right springing.
M, — referring to
-rf diagram of fiTed end moment at
left springing.
u
fl — referring to ^ diagram of horij?ontal thrust.
f — distance in feet along Y axis from X axis to centroid
of ^ diagram of unit load and vertical reaction or y .
d — distance in feet along X axis from Y axis to centroid
of ^ diagram of unit load and vertical reaction or x .
c - Xj^^ or
^g
n .. 7h
1 » h — ratio of rise to span.
L
T = r — ratio of distance of load point from crown to span.
C, to C,g — constants
I -- cross sectional moment of inertia at any point along
the arch.
Ig — cross sectional moment of inertia at crown.
•c — angle between tangent to working line of arch, and a
line parallel to the springing line,
ds — increment of arch length.
dz — increment of length along springing.
K^ to K,^ — constants.
a — distance in feet from left springing to load point.
b — distance in feet from right springing to load point.

OBJSCT
The object of this thesis Is to apply an exact
method of indeterminate structures to the solution of
Influence lines for symmetrical fixed end circular arches,
and to study the Tariatlon of these Influence lines for
arches having different ratios of rise to span.
It is furthermore the object of this thesis to
compare the results derived herein ??ith similar results
previously accomplished for symmetrical fixed end parabolic
arches, in an effort to determine if the more simple formulae
derived may be practically applied to all parabolic and
circular arches with reasonable accuracy.
Two general types of symmetrical fired end arches will
be considered: (1) those with a constant cross sectional
aoment of inertia, and (2) those with a cross sectional moment
of inertia that varies in accordance with some specific function.

IHTRQDDCTIOH
This thesis Is actually an extension or contlnuatloii
of a thesis presented to the faculty of iiensselaer Polytechnic
institute In Au^st 1948 by Donald a. Iselln and Albert it,
ialaade, entitled, "A Development of an Sxact Method for the
Solution of Syrametrical Fixed £nd Parabolic Arches'*. In
their thesis Iselin and LaX^nde develop the exact solution
of sy?D'netrical parabolic arches, with both constant and
varlaoie moment of inertia, by application of the principle
of the conjugate structure. In the case of arches with a
variable moment of inertia, three (2) extremely simple formulae
are aeveloped, in terms of the load point, rise, and span of
the arch, which may be solved directly for the value of the
hori^.ontal thrust and springing moments. Iselin and LaXande
further demonstrate for either type of arch that, with a
constant ratio of rise to span, the horizontal thrust remains
constant and the springing moments vary directly as the ?pan
l«ngth. Finally, it is shown that the three (2) simple formulae
developed for the arch with variable moment of inertia are
equally applicable, within practical design limits, to the
parabolic arch of constant moment of inertia up to a ratio of
rise to span of 0.2.
In this thesis, the principles used by Iselin and LaLande
will be applied to Ihe exact solution of symmetrical circular
arches of both constant and variable moment of inertia to de-

teroalne If resulting formulae and relationships betweeL
nrchet? of conf?tant rise to span ratio are similar to the
results obtained for parabolic arches. The essence of this
work is to compare the results obtained for both circular
and parabolic arches In order to select a simple set of
formulae, or if this Is not possible, to draw a simple group
of Influence line curves which will afford the designer an
iMiediate solution for any synoT^etrical par?ibollc or circular
arch of either constant or variable cross sectional moment
of inertia. Such a solution to be accurate within 5)b of tne
eyact solution for any given case.
The principle of the conjugate structure was developea
by Dr. J. Sterling Kinney and is fully derived and explained
In his text entitled, "Indeterminate Structures". Dr. Kinney
is Head of the i>tructural Division of the Department of
Civil ingineerlng at Rensselaer Polytechnic institute. The
conjugate structure method is actually an extension of the
conjugate beam principle applied to single span rigid frames
and arches. The following important principles nay be stated
regarding the conjugate structure;
(1) The conjugate structure, for a given real structure,
is identical to the real structure with regard to
length of members and their relative positions.
(2) The conjugate structure is positioned in the horis^ontal
plane.

(2) The load which acte In the vertical plane on the
conju^jate structure. Is the ^ diagram of the real
structure.
(4) The shear at any section of the conjugate structure
Is the slope of the corresponding section of the
real structure,
(5) T^e internal njoment on any section of the conjugate
structure is the deflection of the corresnondlnf
section of the real str-'icture in a direction perpend-
icular to the lever arts used to find the particular
moment.
Accepting the above statements as fact, to solve for the
redundauts of a fiyed end arcb, it is necesF:ary to find the
area and centroid location of the -rrr diagram for the real
structure and to apply certain condition equations which are
determined by the given conditions of the problem.

FAST I
CONSTANY MOMSJfT OF INi!;h-TIA
In order to develop the eract solution of a sytncrietrical
circular arch it will first be necessary to set up the conju-
^ate structure for the arch loaded with the j^ diagram of
the real structure. The real structure with a unit load
acting at any distance w from the crown and the siT (6^
reactions are shown oelow in Figure t 1. For the purpose of
establishing a sign convention, it will be assumed tGnt
forces which cause tension on the inside of the structure will
result in positive moment diagrams which will act down^vard
on the conjugate structure. A negative answer for any reaction
will iuOicate that its original assumed .ilrection was incorrect.
Since the term )L1 is constant for the circular arch now under
consideration, and it appears in each term of all equations
and will therefore eventually cancel out; it will be dropped
from all calculations.
The composite moment diagram for the real structure is
contained under a curve whose equation is very complex, and
therefore its area and centroid location are not readily found
by the use of the calculus. Accordingly, the moment diagram

for the real structure is broken Into Its component slaiple
parts, and the principle of superposition is utilised to
deteraaine the composite re;^ult. As shown in Figure # 2,
the moment diagram is broken into the /ollowln^s' four (4)
componeat parts: (1) nioment diagram due to the unit load
and vertical reactions. (2) moment diagram due to the left
sprlHifi^lng moment, (3) moment diagram due to the rlj^ht
springing moment, and (4) moment diagram due to the horizontal
thrust. figure ^ 2 also shows these various ~v diagranij?
acting upon the conjugate structure. Again it is mentioned
that the SI term is neglected since it cancels out in this
particular analysis.












ConJucp/1 te 3truc tu.r£
F'igura ^2.
Since the real structure Is fixed at both springings,
there will he no deflection or rotation at these points;
and in accordance with the principles of the conjugate
structure, the conjugate structure of the arch can have no
shear or moment at either springing. Therefore, the conjugate
structure must be in equilibrium under the action of the
moment diagrams of the real structure. From these facts it
is possible to establish three (3) condition equations as follows:
(1) < V =
(2) iM about X axis -
(3) ^M about Y axis =
s»=^
-SS"^
8If the areas and centrold locations of the rarlous ^
diagrams of the real structure are known. It is possible
to use the above condition equations for the solution of
the redundant arch reactions. Accordingly, it will now
be necessary to utlll^te the calculus to detersnine these
areas and centrold locations; however, an equation for any
syajrr.etrical circular arch in terms of the coordinates X and Y
and its rise and span ijust be derived.
/='/a t /'« ^3
r^ » L^ •» r^ - 2rh -^ h^







Therefore the general equation
of a symmetrical circular arch








9TlhDlVG TBK kK£kS OF THil |j- DIAGRAWS will necessitate
the u?e of solid analytical geometry -ind the calculus.
A set of three coordinate axes will be chosen and a right
circul'ir cylinder '-ill be symrretrlcally placed on these
axes. In each case, the area cf the
-rf dlai^rano desired
will be the surface area of a right circular cylinder in-
cluded In the intersection of three straight planes. The
term "r", for radius* will be used In derivation of
xormulae. since its equivalent In terras of "h" and "L" Is
too comrilcated for direct use. and furthermore "r** is constant
for any given arch.
/referring to Figure # 4, it will be noted that the
area of the ^ diagram for the unit load and vertical
reactions can most easily be determined by finding the are?







a rl^'ht circular cylinder bounded by the X-Y plane, the
plane t - w, and a plane parallel to the Y aTis passing
through the points (^ . 0, 0) and (w, 0. j^)
.
The equation of plane # 1 is:












h = <l * -) ?/'»/P&" '1^-' r/'^
*1
Area /j^ 2 is the surface area of a right circular cylinder
bounded by the It-Y plane, the plane t = w. and a plane
parallel to the Y axis passing through the points {-L/2, 0. 0)
and (w. 0. -^ ).
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The equation of plane # 2 is:





*2- (|- -) I ^^'^ f/ " * (|- -' I j- /t:?
2
*3
The area of the unit load and Tertical reaction ^ diagram,
called A^ is equal to A, plus A_;
Substituting the above values for A, and Ag and simplifying
gives a formula for A in terms of the known contants of the
arch. In attempting to Eimplify to this final equation note
that the following identities hold true:
*^^"^ h' ' ^^^'^ If









w sin — -/^^ ^y^^] (1)
The next area to be found 1p that of the gj dlagra'P
for the redundn-nt fixed end moment at the left springing.
A^aln tne calculus is employed, using a right circular
cylinder as was done in finding the area A . heferring
to Figure w 6. it will be noted that the required area is





the X-Y plane, the plane x « - ^ , and a plane parallel to
the Y axis passing through the points (g, 0, 0) and ("^. O.At^)











Similarly, the area of the ^ diagram for the fixed end
oaaeat at the right springing is:
^B
S ^ ^^^""'^ 2F> (3)
jn
The last area to he found is that of the ^ diagram
for the hori?ontal thrust. Once again the same right
circular cylinder is used, but in this case it is necesr^ry
to pass the Z boundary plane parallel to the X axis. Re-
ferring to Figure # 6, the required area is the Furf?\ce
area of a right circular cylinder bounded by the X-Y plane,




. r - h. 0) and ( 0, r, -Hh). It is considered adviseable
at this point to advance an ejrlanation of the method of
positioning the L boundary plane in this cise. In finding
th« area of previous gj diagrams, the passing of the Z
boundary plane parallel to the Y axis should be obvious after
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referring to the moment dla^rax sketche? In Figure # 2.
However, In this case the reason for pasFlng the 2 boundary
plane parallel to the X aris Is not so obrious at first
inspection. Referring to Figure # 2, it will be noted that
the moment diagram for the hori7<ontal thrust, when projected
onto the X axis, 1p in the form of a circular segment. It
may be difficult for the reader to understand how a plan©
surface parallel to the X aTls could cut out such a curve
when intersecting a circular cylinder. However, if the
reader will consider the projection of the moment diagram
onto the X axis, such a diagram will be bounded by a straight
line; and the reason for passing the 2. boundary plane parallel
to the X aJlF should become Immediately evident. The equation
of the Z boundary plane in this case is;
y 2
r- " ~ = 1 when « « when y =b c
y«r-h 7, *fih —^ = h(r-h)
•••b « r - h ;. c = H(r-h)
r = H (r-h-y) y =/j.2_^2
z
r7f^ (Z f I 1 r dT , z ./2 dx f^





(r-h) 2 sln"^ 2F " MAg « Hr I in"-" ^ - L I (4)
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The areas of all the -rr- diagrams have now been found,
and the next ster; Is to determine the centroid locations
of eaen -re-^..
UNIT LOAD AND VERTICAL RSACTION DUGRA^^ For this
7j dlagraii, let ••d" equal the distance along the X a^cls
from the Y a^ris to the centroid of the area shown in
Figure r 4. The d = x_ = 7j- where ^^ is the first moment
P
of the area about the Y aTis. As in determining A , it is
P
convenient to determine the moiuent of areas ^ 1 and if- 2
separately. .Referring to figure -^ 4 and using the accompanying
information:
*
*Pj ' f'l ^ *» */*2 "^ ^» «1 = (t^-'(^-l)
^z' (|--'(|^l'
r dy
"p^ ^2 "' 2J„ /^2 _2 ^2 "^ ''^
r ^2 ^<^^ •» /L ^x r








P^ <f^^^^ ^7:7/ ^^2 - ''^J/"2|/^/
2
* 2
Substituting limits and rlopllfying:
-'I
Py 2 [^' - f^j' 4 ''"'" 'r - wr" sin ^ L2r
<i = x^ =






To find *f* the y for the unit load and vertical reaction
P
diagram.
2/li*.wI xv r y dy / l ,w1 ^ t^ T 7 dy y" r^-x^
^ -




Up = (| w)|y ^ 'ir - (^ -^ *)i^j ^ y dr +(| - v.)f
X - -/^ - ~/^
2 V-L




Substituting limits and simplifying:
M = § (L^ - Aw^) (7)
P o
^ =* /n * --1 * &Quation (7) ^qj
^ A_ iauation (1)
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ilOMliNT AT L£FT SPRINGIKG DIA(iHAM, For this |j diagram,
let 'c" equal x distance of diagram. Referring to
Figure it b and proceeding as before:













Substituting limits and simplifying:


















To find "m* the 7l< ^o^ "^^® **7 diagram J
k rk k k
\ ^' ^ y ds y ' M^ (| - J) r dx = Y/V =j" 2 «/ " . t f) V / dx - V^ y ^
2 2 2 2
i*jr 2'' Liz/ ~ 2 -tVq-qV
2 K,r ;^2/ 2 M,ir
^^if^ l£ if
L ^ 8 " 8
2 2
V * Vi* (11)
»="/£ = ^X = 2
^




2 sin-1 ^ (12)
2r
IftUIUIlT AT RIGiJT SPRINGING DIAiJBAM. In a similar manner,
neglecting the sign difference for x, the equations for the
c^ntroid location of the ^ diagram for the springing £Dom<»nt




HOfilaOMTAL THRUST DIA0R4M. For this |j diagram let "n'
b© the y dlptance of the area. Referring to Fl^re # 6
and proceeding as before:
Mg =/ y ?. ds " J ^ fi(r-h- / 2 3)r dT - Hr^/ ^ dx
2 2 2
2
.. „. / 2
- Hhi/ dx - HP / ^ /^~^ dx
-L /-L
2 2
2 .. . / 2 /T—
r
. , ,2Hi = (Hr-^ - Hhr) / ^ dx - fir/




Substituting limits and gimplifying:
L
H. - B"- <i /^Clf- r^ ,ln-i fj) (13)
a « 7 = *^fix , gQuation ( 12)
'H XT- Bquatlon ( 4) (14)
Since the horizontal thrust |j- diagram is s/mmetrical about
the X axis, x will obviously be ?ero.
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Before proceeding to the third and final step in
deriration of the formulae required for solution of the
eyounetrical circular arch of constant xoraent of inertia,
a resume of centroid location noraencl&ture is presented
for convenience.





c \ or *^R (10)
B Fu or 7u (12)
n y^ (14)
Heferring to the discussion on Pages 5, 6, 7, and 8
concerning the conjugate structure principle and having
obtained the areaf and centroid locationr of the various
M
component -jtt- diagrams. It is now necessary to place these
^ load« on the conjugate structure and set uo the conditions
of equilibrium in order to solve for the redundant arch
reactions. Figure # 7 shows a plan view of the conjugate
structure used when the unit load Is placed at the crown
or to the right of the crown on the arch. The various gj-
diagraas are represented by the load points indicated by
circles, considering that each load acts at its centroid
location. An "I" In the circles indicates that the particular






A8 noted on Page 5. the sign convention chosen is
that forces which result in tension on the Inside of the
real structure are assumed positive and will act down?vard
on the conjugate structure. As an example, the loads and
ii
reactions shown in Figure # 1 are conplrtent with the gj
diagram loads acting on the conjugate structure as shown
in Figure j^ 7 . A negative answer for any reliction Indicates




By taking moments about axes parallel to the X and Y
axes, Doth passing through the centroid of ^, the
following equilibrium equations can be set up:
^^TT = K (^-n>) - Aa (n-m) = (a)AA p n
i.y = o A + ^Mg + ^j^ - Ag = (c)
Transposing (a):
Substituting (15) in (b) and transposing:
Substituting (15) and (16) in (c) and simplifying:
X = 1^ (^ - 1 ^ I' ("'
Equations (15). (16), and (17) are the expressions for the
values of the unKnown moments and thrust. Sverything on thp
right hand side of the equations is known in terms of the
arch constants as given by equations (6) through (14).
A A AThe same is true for H, M«, and M,. but each contains one
unknown, namely H. Mg, and M, iiquations (15), (16), and (17)
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hare been developed for a unit load acting at the crown
or to the right of the crown; so they are VALID ONLY fiBJiii
THI LOAD IS PLACKD TO THE RIGHT OF THK CKOVJN OK AT THS
CROW. flhen the unit load Is placed to the left of the
cro»n, the ri^jht hand side of the eouationc remain unchan^ied.
but ^Mj^ and ^M^ MUST BE INTERCHANGED IN KQUATICNS (16) and (17)
An example will be given herein to illustrate the
procedure to be followed in the solution of a symoietrical
circular arch; using a 20 foot span and a 0.8 foot rise, with
the unit load placed 4.0143 feet to the right of the crown.
Prior to direct substitution of arch constants into the
various forarulae, it ••rill be convenient to evaluate certain
terTis which appear frequently in several of the forrnulae.
w = 4.0143' L = 20.0* h = 0.80*
yr^-w^ = Y(62.9)^ - (4.0142)^ = y/?? 40. 29 540 « 62.771772'
= r - h = 62.9 - 0.8 = 62.100
sln"^ ~= sln"-^ 12^80 " ^^^'^ 0.1689825 = 0.1596699
sln"^ p = sln"-^ ^62^9^ " ^^^'^ 0.06382034 = 0.06286.?74
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All computations in the solution of this erample are carried
out to seven Fi^ifleant figures; bov7ever. when a number
comes out evenly, the reros necespary for Feven figures are
not Indicated. Seven significant figures must be used to
make the results of the formulae reasonably accurate, due to
the sensitiveness of the formulae to extremely small variations
in values. The p.uthor realises that such restrictions make
these formulae impractical for use by the designer; however,
as explained in the introduction, once several different
arches arr solved and a set of influence lines are constructed,
the required labor will be well spent.
iLraations (l) through (4) wvlll be used to find the areas
of the various ^ diagrams.
A_ * r (^ sin"-^ Ir - w sin'"^ z - JJ^ »2 + \2 ,2 )P 2 - 2F-^^i^ F"/^^:;^ ^v/^
^ 4
Ap = 62.9 ^10(0.1596599) - 4.0143(0.06386374) - 62.771772 ^ 62.100J
A = 42.04611
^L = ^L ^ (sin'-^ 1-)= 62.90 M^ (0.1596699) = 10.04261 M.*L * ^'"^" 2r' "^-'^ "^L
^
= Mg r (sln-^ |pj ^Mj^ = 10.04261 M^^
i (r-h) 2 sin'-^ If " "^ / " ^^'^ ^^ f62. 10)2(0. 1596599J
- 20.00 ) = 10.707656 H
A2= Hr
To find the centrold locations of the above four areas,
equations (5) through (14) will be used;
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% = f < f^^ -sfKi} ^ 4 ""'^ r - "^ ^i»"' If (6)
>7
**Py =




d = x„ = _£jr (5)
A s 56. 3724 I 74r)7?8
*^ 42.04611 ^'^*^^f^o
"Px = 8 ^^^ - ^'^^^ ^^^
*p^ « ^1^ ( (20)^ - 4(4.0142)^ ) = 2628.19567
^ .
2688.19567 ^ .j, - . «
^ ~ 42.04611 62.74529
^r'-i'^Zi
.11 (10)
















=* 62.9 H (621.0 - (62.9)^(0.1596599)]= 671.78848 H
"'THfflia- 63.739079
Knowing the values of the various areas and centrold
distancer, the last step is to substitute these values ir
equations (15), (16), and (17).
*H'*P^ (15)
io.707666fl = 42.04611 tlrwf'gl iitln « = ''^^6«''
in OAPRi u - 42.04611 / 62. 74529 ~ 62.63Z11 , 1.540728 ^u.j^^o K^
- 2 ^62.739079- 62.63311 " ^ " 3.3447 '
M^ « - 0.7155^^-*^^P«
in n^Pfii u » 42.04611 ^ 62. 74529 - 62.63311 , .. 1.340728 .xu.u do «^ 2 ^62.73908 - 62.63311 " ^ 3.3447 ^
Mj^ = 0.9618 ^^-^f^P"
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It should b« noted that I6„ Is negative, indicating tha*
this moment tends to cauge comprespion on the inside of the
real structure.
If the unit load had been placed 4.0143 feet to the
left of the crown, "H" is the saiie as above, but the values
of Mg and M, must be interchanged. Accordingly for a
unit lo^id in this new position, the redundant values are:
H = 4.1568^ Mg * 0.9618^
^L
"" " 0.7166'^
To find the values of H, Mg and H-r for the remaining
points on the span, the same procedure is followed, suo-
stitutlnj the proper value of '•w* in each case, however,
for each new load point only one of the areas and it? centrold
aistances must be recomputed, in addition to the three final
euqations. If it is desired to find the influence lines by
using ten points, as is the usual case, the above procedure
is required for only five of the points, since values foi
symmetrical points can be found by interchanging M„ and M^
as was shown in the erample.
ThlF completes the derivation and application of the
exact method of solution for circular arches whose cross
sectional moment of inertia is constant.
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R&LATIOBSfilPS B8TWgSW ARCHES HAVIWG
TfiS SAME RATIO OF RISE TO SPAK
For arches having the same rise to ?pan ratio,
certain reiationships will be developed which will save
considerable time in the solution of a series of arches.
Using the equationp of FAHT I of this thesis, and keeping
the ratio of rise to span constant, the followin^^ sinoplified
formulae are derived:
Let K =* ~ , the rise to span ratio, which is nov= constant.
JU






_ ^. -1 1Bin 2^ - sin j^ - sin 2^ - Cg
,-1 w
^ ^,^-1 ^^ ^ ^^^-1 Vsin** J" = sin ^ yL => sin "^ J- = C-
{T.w2
- l? - la 2t2 J^ /2
= Cgl
The values of the arbitrary constants C-, through C^
could be computed if desired, however the only point of
Interest to be noted is that they are constant values for




Ml constants used in the following; discussion will *>•
noted as Cg. C„, etc.
The aboTe ralues are now substituted as follows:
In eouation (l) A » C^L (|- Cg - vLC^ - C^I -^ CgL)
- C^l2 (^- rCg^ C^^Cg) = CgL^
In equation (2) k^^ = M^ C^ L Cg « C^ M^l
In equation (3) A^ « M, C, 10,= C„ M. L
R R 1 2 7 R
In equation (4) A^ = C^L ti (2Cg L Cg - L) = fi L^ C^(2CgC2-l)
Ay = Cg H l2
3j^3In jxiuatinn (6) h^^ ^ viclL
^^ , _ n L)-»^li_ C
in equation (6) d = ^9 ^ = C,^ L
3
In equation (7) Hp^
. ^ (1,2 . 4^2i2) , i,2 0^ (1.4^2, . c^^l^
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In equation (8) f * "^^ = C^^ L
CgL
Well W-t i*
In equation (lO) C « ^ - -^*^^;— « C^^L
In equation (12) « gc" ~ ^14"^
Id eou'.tlon (IS) M^^^
^
^^^^^ (| ^^^ , C^^L^Cg) = C^^Ml^
C HI
In equation (l^.^ n * 16 = C, ^L
Cq HL^
^^
Now applying the above sioaplif Icatlons in the three final
equations, the following results are obtained:
n-m B 6 ^; 1 g T-
^ ^<^16 - ^4^ ^ ^^ ^ = ^17 ^^^^
Aj,
. -b. ri:i« 1 d ^ r M T = C.L^ . ^12^ "
^14^
, ^loi
^ • -t (HI^- ^ - c ^ Vr^
-V ^^16^ - ^4^ " ' " ^17
«» = !• ^ / ^12 - ^14 T £lO )
C72 ^C,s - C,4 ^13
«R
" C,3L (19)
^^L " "^ ^EtI" ^ '^ c ^ Obviously M^ = C^gL fcJ^ - C^gL (20)
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liquations (18), (19), and (?0) brin^ out *hp Important
conclusioQs that on arcbes having the same rise to span
ratio, for the same load point, (l) THE VALUE OF THS BORI-
ZONTAL THRUST RKMAINS CONSTANT. AND (2) THS VALUS OF THB
SPfilSGING iiSOMSNTS VARItS DIfilCTLY A3 THS LENGTH OF SPAN.
For eraniple, if the moment at the right springing on an
arch of 10' span and having a rise to span r^tlo of 0.1
is, say, 0.655; then the moment at the right springing on
20
an arch of 20* span with a rise to span ratio of 0.1 is r^





VARYING MOMJiiHT OF IK&fiTIA
in this part exact formulae will be developed for
the solution of symmetrical circular arches which have
their moment of inertia varying as a specific function.
The procedure and principles used will be the same as
utilised in part one of thl? thesis. Fl^re i 8 below
shows that the moment of inertia at any section "X" varies
B8 the moment of inertia at the crown times the secant of
the an^le "alpha".
I^ = Iq sec«c
Figure 4 8
The mouuius of elasticity, t, will again be dropped
from all calculations, since it appears in each formula as
a multiplier and consequently cancel? out. Ho^.ever, the
moment of inertia must be included in calculation, since
the inertia is now a variable quantity.
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To derive the expression for the moment of Inertia
at any point, the procedure Is as follows:
I » I^ sec*^ "^
^C d^ since for any differential
arch segment the secant of
ds
alpha will equal ^.
III
The ordlnates of the ^ diagrams are exactly the same
as those for the arch with constant raoraent of inertia In
PART I. Accordingly the equations of the Z boundary planes
that were parsed through the right circular cylinder in
PART I remain unchanged. The only change in this part is
that each basic integral used in FART I mwt be divided by I^.
The first step again is to determine the equations for
the areas of the various -^ diagrams which will act on the
conjugate structure.
Referring to Figure # 4 and using the same terminology









L 1 w*" L^
-^
^2 - '^^ n; ^T - "8-^
Simplifying the above expression: , ,2 2
A = -^ (— - * ) (21)
^p 21^ U '' ^'^'*'^
fieferrlng to Fi/^re # 6 and using the basic integral
established there, the area for the gj diagram of the left





S. - "l 2 dx - "l 2 t dx = »^^




Similarly, the area of the «j- diagram for the moment
at the right hand springing Is: j^ V^L
^R ^ 2l7 (23)
Referring to Figure # 6 and nslng the basic Integra"*

























Substituting limits and simplifying:
j- ^2(r-h)-r sin ^ (24)
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Miiaving obtained the areas of the -^ dlagraiis, the
next step is to determine the centroid locations of
these areas.
UNIT LOAD AND VEHTICAL RRACTION DIAGRAM. For this
dia^ratD, af in PART I. let d = x and f « y^.
Integrating, substituting limits, and simT^lifylng, the result
is:


















f = 7 = *Py » Squation (26a) /^gjI = /p --2: isauation (21) ^"^^^
MCMEHT AT THE SPRISGINGS. For these diagrams, as in


























i^ori^ ^"-^Y= V^/12Ic „!,
'R A. VTgT
















^r -X X dx
3 / ^# / 2
2
Substituting and simplifying:
^T ^ ^ ik i/XTs" + ^2 ., -1 L . (28a)
« - i \/r2 l2 + ^2 ^. -1 L_,
z r
-J- -J-
2r » = ^ * 1- =1''"' If (28)

KORlaONTAL THfiUST DIAGR^. For the ^ dlagrat^
of the horizontal thrust, the centrold distance along
the X axis Is 0, and the centrold distance along the
Y axis Is •n".
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\=J^^^




H_ / 2 (^.j,





2 2 2 ^















Substituting limits and slrapllf/lng:
\.f-/'(r-h)(|l^ . r^ sm-^ |p) ' ^ ^ 12 (29a)
n = y.
=
^'^i = Enuatlon (29a) /pgx




The final step In the derelopment of this method
Is the substitution of the values for the various ^
diagram areas and their centrold distance? in the equilib-
rium equations that result from the conjugate structure.
Since the solution of the conjugate structure eauations
is the same whether the moment of inertia is constant or
VHrying, equations (15), (16), and (17) of FART OSS may
a^aln be used. The illustrative exaaple given in PART ONh.,
to iliu?tr%te the application of formulae to the solution
of 'in arch of constant moment of inertia, may also be
used as a guide in the use of the formula of this part in
the solution of arches with variable moment of inertia.
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RSLATIQNSEIIPS Bt AHCHES HAYING
IM SAMS RATIO OF RISii) TO oPAN
For arches having the same rise to span ratio,
certain relationships will be developed for the solution
of a series of arches whose cross sectional ajoment of
inertia varies. Using the equations of PART II of this
thesis, and keeping the ratio of rise to span constant,
the following simplified formulae result:
As for the arch with constant inertia, refer to Pg. 29
4
The above values are now substituted as follows:
2
In equation (21) ^p " sT" ^V " ^^^^^ " ^l*^^




In equation (23) k^^ „
^^^^




In equation (25) ^ ~ 3 ~ "2* *" ^4^
In equation (26a)




In equation (26) ^ _. ^v ^ ^^5^ = & L
"T" 2 ^
In equation (27) ^ L _ „ ^
^ " 6 " ^-^
2 2
In equation (28) ^ _ ^5^ ^ ^1^ r = i? t








Applying the abore simplifications in equations
(16). (16), and (17), the following results are obtained:
fa p ^ Z 1 K^^ - KqL
^4ifi = ^ (^ - 1 - 7) KpM^ = Vl (fpJLfi , %a "s^ n-B c c It —rt 3 u - A - v I2 Z
»io' 8 7
\ • ^ 'fef - 1 " ^ Similarly to Kg
U^ = K^gl (33)
Equations (30), (?1), and (22) bring out the important
results , for a symnaetrical circular arch with a cross sectional
•Boment of inertia that variep as the secant function, that
for a constant ratio of rise to span, with the same load point,
(1) the HORIZONTAL THHUST RKMAINS CONSTABT. and (2) the
SP RINGIHG IIOIIKIIT VARIES DIRECTLY AS TH£ SPAH LENGTH. It Is
interesting to note that these results compare exactly with
tbe results found for prisoatic circular archer a? phown by
equations (18). (19), and (20) on Page Zl.
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BgVISW 0£ RSSULTS PSVSLOFKD
FOR PARABOLIC AHCHli:S
As explained in the introduction, this thesis
concerning circular arches is directly analogous to
a thesis prepared by Iselin and LaLande concerning
parabolic arches. Prior to presenting unit redundant
values for the circular arch and comparing them with
unit values for the parabolic arch, it is considered
adviseable to present herein the formulae and results
developed by Iselin and LaLande for parabolic arches.
Using the same method of application of the conjugate
structure and the same terminology, Iselin and LaLande
developed the following f orraulae for symmetrical parabolic
arches with constant moment of inertia:
^^^ ^p ° 2k ^X ^ "ZL - 6L "" T- ^" ^RTL^ ) - 5- (*N -^-g- m 4(-^) )
(2) k^
- ^R (lil ^ ^ T„ (^-^l^ s
(a)^M =*^L(^-tiL In (Slit) \
4
<^)-H = l((^f)U«^#in(|t£, ..mT
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^^' Py = 4ak - "6k - "T6 * 132 - 128 ^° ^ ^"T"' ^^^ ^^ ^^^^64L h-L^
(5a) d = x^ = ^v
p
(6) **p^ = ^
^^
•«r^N^ L^S . Af^N . R^ N^
320k^ lOk^ 128 16 120 15 256
Y2^ m 4 (-g-)
(6a) f = 7, = Px
P A
P
(a) c * Xj^ or Xj^ R* K'
R 4LR "»• 2K^ in (|i^) ' ^
(10) «= y^^orF^^^lj^ (-C)
(1£) **H, " K
I
^2 ^ k ^\64 " 128 " 256 ^^ ^1^17" 96K^
fi.(14) n - y„ =
_^
^^^^
^H - ^ <^^
(17) K' JS. {^~ ^. 1)L 2 ni-n c
When unit lo ad Is








^*V (Equation of T>nrp.bola)
For the symmetrical parabolic arch rith moment of
inertia varying as the secant function, three (3) extremely
slDBple formulae are developed, which may be solved directly
for the value of the arch redundant?. These slropie lortnulae
are:
(30) h = ^ (|-- v2 ^ 2v^)
(21) Kj, = ^ ( I + V - 3t^ - 4v^ • lOv"*) /fhen unit load is
^22) Mj^ - ^ ( |. V - 3v2 ^ 4v2 ^ lOv^) located to left of
crown.
where - T
Iselln and LaLande further demonstrated that for either
the prlsnaatlc or non-prlsanatlc parabolic arch, ?rlth a constant
ratio of rise to span, the HORIZONTAL THRUST R51A&INS CONSTANT
and the SFHISGING MOAKVT VARIES DIRECTLY AS THE SFAK LKHGTH.
^
t
Also, it Is shown that the three (3) simple formulae developed
are equally applicable, within h%^ tor the solution of either
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prismatic or non-prlsraatlc arches up to a rise to span
ratio oi 0.2.
Redundant values for unit parabolic arches of various
rlsf* to span ratios were comDuted by Iselin and LaLande
and presented In tabular form; however, these values are
not shown here since they will be Included In the neyt
section of this thesis and coiipared with similar results
for the circular arch.
Prior to ^cceptin<5 the results of Iselin* s and LaLande's
thesis, the author, after careful review of the vrork, felt
it necessary to prove certain relationships. These relation-
shies were undoubtedly determined, but were not included in
tne write-up of the thesis; so It is considered advlseaoie to
include theai herein for the benefit of individuals Tporking
with the formulae developed for parabolic arches.
(a) To determine if formulae worked out by Iselin and
LaLande based on the basic formula of a parabola.







A parabola Is the locus of a point such that its distance
from a fixed point is equal to its distance from a fixed
line. heferring to figure ^t 9 and the terminology used-
Let h « I
"^ a
Since tue point p (x.y) must be equidistant from the
directrix and focus.
\/a^ -»L^=a + £.-*P = a-^p
''4 2 2
a^ + li = a^ + 2 ap + p^
4
l2 ?
~ = 2 ap + p"" = p (2a + p)




p * rrr- This expression also holds true if8h
h » E. - a
2
The basic formula for the parabola shown in Figure a 9 is,




2 K 1, i*^y = 3[_ where k « j^
This is the basic expression used by Iselin and
LaLande for the derivation of parabolic arch fortnulae.
By referring to Figure <f 9, it can be readily seen that
any ratio of rise to span may be obtained by varying "'Hq".
Since in the above expression "h* can vary frotc ^ero to
infinity, by changing the value of "a", the expression
holds true for symmetrical parabolic arches of any rise
to span ratio.
(b) To determine if one, and only one, parabolic arch
is defined by any given rise, ••h", and span, "L". Knowing
the rise and span of the arch, three points on the parabola
are determined as follows;
( - L . h)
.
(0, 0) , (L . h)
2 2
heferring to Figure # 9 and the accompanying discussion,
the above three {Z) points will define at least one symmetrical
2parabola whose equation is J^ ^ h^ v- ^^^^ equation jras
^ 4h ^
developed using the geometrical relationship provided by the
2basic definition of a parabola, namely that p„ _ I^- This
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fixes the position of the focus, rertey, and directrix.
Any curve drawn equidistant Iron: the focus and directrix,
and passing through the abore three (?) points, would
therefore coincide ^rlth the glren symmetrical parabola.
Accordingly, only one synmetrlcal parabolic arch Is de-
fined by any given rise and spar>
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CQHSTAWTS FOR UNIT CIRCULAR AND PARi^BQLIC ARCHSS
Applying the formulae dersloped herein, as Illustrated
on Pages 2V^ through 26, influence line ordinate values
of H, Mo, and U^ are commuted for the unit circular arch,
ie, an arch whose ppac is one foot. These influence
line values for the circular arch of both constant and
variable moment of inertia ar*^ t-^bulated on Fage S3.
SioDiiar values as derived for the parabolic arch by Isell"
and LaLande are tabulated on fage -5^.
In comparing the tabulated results for parabolic and
circular arches of constant and variable ajoment of inertia.
It is interesting to note that values for arches with a
rise to span ratio of arproxiraately 0.12 or less are within
bfi of mean values for the four arches. Accordingly, for
arches with a rise to span ratio of less than 0.12, the
solution of any type arch could be determined by the pintle
formulae derived by Iselin and LaLande for parabolic arches
with a varying moment of inertia.
As stated in the introduction, the r>urno?e of this
thesis is to develop a series of rimple curves which will
lead to the direct solution of both parabolic and circular
Arches. Since a simple series of influence line curves
cannot be developed, because of the variation in values
above rise to span ratios of 0,12, a different method will b«
used in presenting results. Using the tabulated values for
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circular and parabolic archee, curves of Influence line
ordlnates for each load point of the circular and parabolic
arches irlll be plotted. These curves qre developed by
plotting the rise to span ratio against tne redundant re-
action for each load point; a total of 56 curves, since
there are 6 loading point? necersary to determine H and 9
loading: points necessary to determine ic„ and te,. j» curve
must be plotted for each of the four tytes of arches,
parabolic and circular is'lth constant and variable moment of
inertia. The four curves for each arch, of a redundant value
for any ^iven load point, are plotted on the same graph.
The proximity of these curves indicate the closeness of
results for the various type arches.
The use of these curves is quite simple. Knowing the
type of arch .and its rise to span r'^tio, the influ«=ince line
ordinates for H, *„, and M^ for each load point can be found
directly by use of the 14 graphs. The values of H for any
given rise to span ratio remain constant, so they may be
plotted as the Influence line of H for the given arch. The
values of M„ are proportional the span length in feet, and
therefore niust be multiplied by the span length of the arch
to give the correct influence line for aig. Values of M^ for
point 1 are the same as Mg for point 9, etc., therefore once
Mg is kno7«ii. Ut is also known.
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Harln^ obtained 14 simple graphs wnlch will afford
a direct solution for the influence lines of symmetrical
fixed ended parabolic and circular arches of constant or
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The series of 14 graph? developed In this thesis,
enable the designer to determine iniraedlatftly exact v^^luee
of ordinates of influence lines for H, M^
. and M„ of
synmetrical fixed end arches. The curves are applicable
to the solution of both circular and parabolic arches
with a constant cros** sectional moment of inertia or a
oicaient of inertia which Taries as the secant function tiaes
the motnent of inertia at the cro^^n. The range of rise to
span ratios of from 0.04 to 0.40 should include practically
all conceivable arch sections.
The use of the graphs contained herein, eliminate the
necessity of solution of arches by the standard aetbods vvhlch
are lengthy and tedious in tneir application and give only
approyimate results.
It is suggested that further work be directed towards
the solution of the above types of arches for horizontal











Application of an ^
exact method for the
solution of symmetrical
fixed end circular
arches

